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Comments

Tap-Apart • 370 points • 29 May, 2021 04:41 PM* 

To be honest, most dudes would be ok with this reality where a considerable number of women care about
height.

Dudes would say, "Wow that sucks, I guess I need to be competitive in other areas"

The problem is that when short guys tell other people their experiences, they are invalidated.

When I was 20 I had a date walk out on me because "I didn't realize you were that short, sorry"

Little experiences like this accumulated over the years.

I went to reddit and asked for advice (probably the worst decision of my life, nine years ago).

I told reddit that I think my height is a major factor in my attractiveness.

Instead of a real answer like, "Yeah a decent bit, it sucks, make your shoulders bigger"

Reddit told me that is ludicrous. Women don't find me attractive because I have a terrible personality and I'm not
confident.

Which was crazy because I had lots of male and female friends and was very outgoing.

That sent me down a spiral of "Wow I need to become more confident and have an even better personality"

That introspection made me suicidal.

Because, according to reddit, women don't care about height, they care about being a good person, so if you fail
in this regard you must be a bad, boring, person.

There's no space for nuance in the height discussion.

It was unreal seeing a girl that would tell me about how important personality is. She had a bf who had the
personality of a brick, he smoked weed all day and played video games (she complained all the time about him
doing only that). Yeah he's 6'4" so he doesn't need a personality, I guess. Seeing that cognitive dissonance made
me want to eat a bullet.

I think that is why short dudes are angry with dating. It's not about being short, or not getting that second date,
it's about being gaslighted by people who believe in a just-world fallacy.

KneedHelpQuicc • 139 points • 29 May, 2021 04:58 PM 

It’s always your “personality” but if you ask a lot of women about their last ex it’ll be some sob story where
he’s a piece of shit and she’s the victim... I think they seeing being short as a negative character trait that
reflects you.

If women truly didn’t like bad people, racists wouldn’t be able to procreate and implant their ideals into
children. Ted Bundy wouldn’t have gotten love letters after murdering in mass. The bad boy trope wouldn’t
be a thing. So on and so forth, therefore being tall = good personality, or good enough that she’ll ignore red
flags in it.

Edit: And yes if you express any disdain or disappointment for the way things are, you are misogynist, incel,
“angry little man (ironic when they resort to these insults after previously saying height doesn’t matter)”, etc.

Tap-Apart • 84 points • 29 May, 2021 05:10 PM 

Attraction is amoral.
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I use to be so bitter about the way things were but accepting that finally gave me peace.

No philosophies to that notion. It is what it is.

At least when men are shallow, we admit it.

Typo-MAGAshiv • 42 points • 29 May, 2021 07:25 PM 

Attraction is amoral.

True words.

You read that, fatties?

KneedHelpQuicc • 24 points • 29 May, 2021 05:14 PM 

I agree. I’ve long since been in an acceptance phase. The part that irks me is when people who don’t
know the experience think their opinion is valuable enough to weigh in

SpacemanLost • 15 points • 29 May, 2021 08:46 PM 

Attraction is amoral.

Dang well put. Added to my list of truisms.

binkerfluid • 7 points • 30 May, 2021 04:18 PM 

Yeah but if we love big boobs but we might still date a girl with small boobs and be perfectly happy
and not always on the look out for a girl with bigger ones.

Women will stay with you just so they arnt alone while looking for the next guy.

Harry_Teak • 47 points • 29 May, 2021 06:55 PM 

If women truly didn’t like bad people, racists wouldn’t be able to procreate

You forget, as so many often do, women can be racists too.

faaaack • 35 points • 29 May, 2021 09:16 PM 

Sad to see that even in this sub people are still stuck on "women are good".

Harry_Teak • 26 points • 29 May, 2021 09:31 PM 

It's a constantly-reinforced cultural meme that many find hard to overcome. Especially since they
can face harsh and immediate censure for daring to even vaguely suggest that the meme is simply
invalid.

ShortWarrior • -9 points • 30 May, 2021 03:24 AM 

Well, I've seen women in the KKK and they're usually submissive to their husbands. It seems like not
many women are independently in the KKK.

Harry_Teak • 10 points • 30 May, 2021 03:48 AM 

Ever seen a woman in the KKK that looked like they didn't want to be there? From the
documentaries I've seen, the women are right there alongside the men helping out, organizing,
doing all sorts of things merrily and screeching about the superiority of the noble White Race.

Also, don't forget there are in fact lower-tier forms of racism that one doesn't have to be in the
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Klan to express. Women participate in all of them too. In fact, they're more likely to make racist
comments while hiding behind the fact that they're women. Hell, just to pick one aspect, the vast
majority of citizens calling the cops on people who dare to be Black in Public are Beckys and
Karens.

Thinguy123 • 11 points • 30 May, 2021 05:04 AM 

From what i've seen are women the ones who adhere to "ideas" in a more extreme degree than
men (doesnt matter the political spectrum)

ie: the most hardcore islamists i've known were women, the most hardcore sjw were women,
etc you get the idea

They seem to follow more blindly or are more "judgemental" (picture the salem witch trials,
poiting the finger to prove how devoted you are)

Harry_Teak • 8 points • 30 May, 2021 05:23 AM 

Yep. Women are also the biggest reason the religion industry is still rolling in the US. All
of these things have one major feature in common: they're all social hierarchies and
women love to battle in that arena. Even the anti-witch hysteria was just a big ugly battle
for social street cred.

Hell, just look at Fakebook, Reddit, and other social media platforms. Jockeying for
position and power in the online world is far more prevalent among females of every age.

Mundane_Worldliness7 • 20 points • 29 May, 2021 07:03 PM 

Indeed, if women cared about only what was on the inside, such negative traits would’ve been
progressively burned out of the gene pool.

Ok-Adeptness4906 • 17 points • 29 May, 2021 08:47 PM 

Ted Bundy got a woman pregnant WHILE he was in prison, on death row. He has a living daughter, who
prefers to remain anonymous.

etherael • 81 points • 29 May, 2021 04:55 PM 

Just world fallacy is a real bitch, you nail down from a subjective perspective in a really relatable way how
that is so. Well done.

Tap-Apart • 59 points • 29 May, 2021 05:05 PM* 

Thanks.

I don't want to be all doom and gloom for my short brothers out there.

I want them to understand you can be successful but you're going to have to work harder for less.

It's not fair, but that's life.

That reality is much easier to swallow than some vague jargon about confidence or the constantly
changing dating rules that are different for every single girl.

Edit: There's people in 3rd world countries who work hard for maybe a dollar a day. They will never
reach the level of prosperity I have simply because of where we were born. That's not fair, but they work
hard regardless.
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Thinguy123 • 21 points • 29 May, 2021 07:58 PM 

It's not fair, but that's life.

Thats something i always mention, "where does it say that life should be fair?"

We have to work with the hands we are given, some people get "winning" hands, some people don't

SpacemanLost • 14 points • 29 May, 2021 08:46 PM 

Most women would argue that "life is supposed to be fair" and are rather upset if you insist it
isn't. Of course their definition of 'fair' needs some scrutiny....

binkerfluid • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 04:26 PM* 

Life isnt fair inherently but society is whatever we decide to make it and can always be improved.
Never let "lifes not fair" be an excuse for not making things better either. Ive often seen it used
simply as a justification for whatever is convenient and currently the way things are.

etherael • 17 points • 29 May, 2021 05:08 PM 

Yeah, I think by this point in time a firm embrace of realism and the facts of nature widely dispersed
is very necessary. But in a world where people seem to be eagerly trying to embrace more delusion
by the week perhaps that's like wishing for unicorns.

make_reddit_great4 points 29 May, 2021 07:35 PM [recovered] 

Would it be fair to say that being a short guy is like being an ugly girl? You can do more to improve
your prospects but you're starting from a disadvantaged position.

SnuSnuClownWorld • 18 points • 30 May, 2021 01:06 AM 

Not even close in comparison. Ugly girls still get attention, short men are almost quite literally
invisible to all women. The meme of short men in big lifted trucks all the 'compensating' jokes, its
rooted in the reality that short men need to become visible in other ways. Just to get a modicum of
attention.

ThrowAwayBro737 • 9 points • 30 May, 2021 01:52 PM 

An ugly girl has 10x the sexual access of even a very attractive man. There is no female analogy
to a short man in terms of getting laid. However, fat women and short men are sort of similar in
terms of general social disgust. Ironic seeing that weight is a choice but height is not.

Tap-Apart • 3 points • 31 May, 2021 06:49 AM 

The common rebuttal is that 'women don't care about how many sexual partners they could
have'

Which is perfectly valid, if only women weighing 300 pounds wanted to fuck me, I wouldn't
call that a win.

Unfortunately, men are sexually more attracted to women than women are to men.

The thing that women forget is that someone has to do something and that is almost always
the male role, whether we like it or not.

Ugly girls can sit and wait and eventually that guy will come if that get out of the fucking
house.
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Guys don't have that luxury. We have to create that momentum, that entertainment, that spark.

Romance is a noun to women and a verb to men.

Tickl3m4Pickl31 points 31 May, 2021 10:23 AM* [recovered] 

My life experiences really don't paint such a bleak picture. When I was at college among my friends
the two most successful guys with the ladies were short. OK one of the short guys had an extremely
handsome face. The other short guy was handsome as well but nothing extraordinary but he also had
a really good game. On the other hand the least successful guy was a tall awkward one.

There was also that really tall guy dating a short girl and everybody (guys and girls) was commenting
on how weird they look together.

I know height can play a role but from my life experiences it's not that important. That was all just
before online dating became a thing so maybe the game has drastically changed because of it.

Tap-Apart • 3 points • 31 May, 2021 05:20 PM 

Geography, culture, and time are pretty important.

I lived in an area of the U.S. where the average height was about 2 inches more than the national
average.

I think there was a disproportionate number of German and Scandinavian ancestry there. Also
hardly any diversity.

My best friend who is asian and average height had no luck as well.

We both now live in large metro cities and the diversity helps women keep an open mind.

It's funny because girls are in love with those Korean pop singers now and my buddy looks
exactly like that. If you think height was bad, man my asian friend growing up was told by many
women that asian men are unattractive, that dude OD'ed on redpills and is a monster in the gym.

So I kind of believe that women's preferences are heavily influenced by culture.

From what I understand, the whole height thing really became a strong sentiment about 20 years
ago. I know women will always like taller men but the degree to which they want taller men has
increased almost exponentially.

One last point I want to make is that everyone is getting fatter. So fat women want someone
bigger than them.

If a girl is one inch shorter than me but outweighs me by 50 pounds, then I am literally smaller
than her so she needs to find someone taller to make her feel smaller.

Mundane_Worldliness7 • 58 points • 29 May, 2021 05:31 PM 

There really is a mass of empirical data to show 1. Women tend over estimate what the average height is (its
not six foot, which is above average) 2. Women prefer taller guys. The women of Reddit talk bullshit when
they deny the obvious truth. Personality does matter, but it’s one of a bundle of things women consider,
many such women will trade off personality for appearance and height, this is the real truth. Some women
are biased against shorter guys as they are against non-white guys, Reddit does real damage when it tells
people with handicaps that they’ve no real handicaps.

SpacemanLost • 36 points • 29 May, 2021 09:00 PM 

Women tend over estimate what the average height is1.
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It's not just height that modern single women seem to collectively over estimate. I saw a youtube clip
from the fresh and fit podcast guys a few weeks ago, where they had 3 or 4 'ladies' still in the party years
phase (who probably overestimate their own SMV/MMV) in and asked them how much money did they
think the "average guy" makes.

I don't recall to be certain, but I'm pretty sure the lowest response was in the 6-figures with one of them
saying $400k or something like that - the point being that 1) they actually had NO IDEA because so far
in life they haven't been forced to deal with actually earning all the money they spend, and 2) they were
PROJECTING their WANTS for a top 20%/10%/5%/1% guy and to them that was "Average".

faaaack • 25 points • 29 May, 2021 09:18 PM 

It's also because guys who make less than 6 figures don't even exist to them. So to them that is
average.

binkerfluid • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 04:38 PM 

One of the blessings of being a short not attractive guy who was never into the club scene is I never
had to deal with those women at least.

I-am-the-lul • 10 points • 30 May, 2021 12:59 AM 

Average adult male height in Australia and USA: 5'9"

Average adult female height in Australia and USA: 5'4"

If for example, even if you were a 5'6" tall man, you will be shorter than 87% of men, but still taller than
78% of women.

ThrowAwayBro737 • 12 points • 30 May, 2021 01:55 PM 

True. But this is irrelevant because women judge male height based on the height of other men; not
women. A 5’6” guy is short to a 5’9” woman and a 5’3” woman also.

ChadTheImpailer • 0 points • 1 June, 2021 11:54 PM 

Exactly lol. 5'6 men are built to be gamers and have dogs. Trying otherwise will just hurt you.

binkerfluid • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 04:40 PM 

I would love to see the data on like 40 and below however.

It seems to me that younger people are getting a lot taller and I wonder if its the older people that
bring these numbers down.

Or maybe its very dependent on what region you are in.

Im 5'8" and Im commonly one of if not the shortest person in the room including women.

I-am-the-lul • 3 points • 30 May, 2021 09:26 PM 

I recall for example that young Japanese adults are taller on average than they were a few
generations ago due to the increase of protein in their diet.

By room, do you mean an office with lots of middle to upper class people, in that setting, then
being 5'8" will make you feel short.

If you were from a lower socio-economic like I am (unemployed, under-employed, minimum
wage earners), you will find that 5'8" will seem a lot taller as there is a strong correlation between
average height and economic status.
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binkerfluid • 2 points • 31 May, 2021 07:56 PM 

you will find that 5'8" will seem a lot taller as there is a strong correlation between
average height and economic status.

True my job (Im not going to go into specifics) has me working in a room with a couple
hundred rich people/their families. All the workers are short and every single person who isnt
a worker is taller than me.

Its amazing the disparity.

I-am-the-lul • 2 points • 1 June, 2021 01:28 AM 

I remember seeing a factoid many years ago based on one of the American Censuses back
in the 90s where it stated that while only 1 in 6 adult males were six foot or more, when it
came to CEOs, 4 out of 6 were six foot or more, that is a massive difference which
indicated a strong correlation between height and social/financial success.

Reed_4983 • 1 point • 15 July, 2021 10:00 AM 

It depends on which part of the world you're talking about

Average height is increasing steadily especially in emerging countries that have been significantly
more impoverished only a few generations ago, such as Africa or poorer parts of Asia. In
developed countries, the situation is different, as average height has famously plateaued in the US
since the 1970s and has also stopped increasing in the tallest nation of the world, the Netherlands,
for about 10 years. This is assumed to be because the genetic potential of human average height,
which has been maxed out as malnutrition in childhood becomes less and less common.

binkerfluid • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 04:20 PM 

Personality matters...once you have passed the physical test.

Harry_Teak • 45 points • 29 May, 2021 06:53 PM* 

The halo effect of being tall is a powerful one. On a personal level a big man makes a woman feel safer and
has an aphrodisiac effect since it signals good genes. No woman wants to squirt out manlets. On a social
level, a tall strapping fellow is something to show off to her friends and hopefully make strangers jealous.
There are other factors at play of course, but imo these are the biggies.

It's sad because while most women are looking for their treetop lover they can't even see the often fine
gentlemen all around them who are cursed with below-average height. But if it wasn't for selective blindness
we wouldn't have this sub to chuckle over. But I'd give that up in a heartbeat if it meant that more people
could be happy, or at least less frustrated.

binkerfluid • 11 points • 30 May, 2021 04:43 PM 

No woman wants to squirt out manlets.

We should hold their asses to this too.

My dad was over 6' my mom 5'2"

Who is the reason im 5'8" lol

Harry_Teak • 5 points • 30 May, 2021 06:09 PM 
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Height preference isn't exclusive to women. Men often prefer small women because it makes them
feel more masculine. Plus, even an average donger looks huge in the hands or mouth of a 5' pixie
(right fellas?).

So few people seem to give a tin shit about what the resulting child is going to look like. Saw a
couple of extreme uggos at dinner the other night. These two were crime-against-nature ugly. The
kind of ugly that would stand out at Wal-Mart. And they had two kids.

I just want to scream at people like that. How dare they doom their children to the same hard life
they've had.

[deleted] • 6 points • 31 May, 2021 12:01 PM 

I think many guys would have no problems dating a taller woman. But I think men are so used to
hearing women wanting taller men, that when we see a taller women, we assume her expectations
for height must be through the roof.

Harry_Teak • 1 point • 31 May, 2021 06:12 PM 

Probably depends a lot on how much the guy's height impacts his self esteem. An amazon and
a manlet are going to get a lot of stares, chuckles, and speculations about his income. The
height meme is so deeply embedded in the zeitgeist that such things are inevitable. It's the
vertical measurement version of chuckling over fat guy/hot chick couples.

mustangfrank • 1 point • 1 June, 2021 09:28 PM 

True, but women promote this concept.

vtec__ • 2 points • 31 May, 2021 03:42 AM 

5'8 makes you human. anything below 5'6 is subhuman

disayle32 • -12 points • 29 May, 2021 10:49 PM 

Nah, being tall on its own doesn't signal jack shit. A strong immune system is a much better marker of
good genes. Example: my stepbrother is a good 6'4" but his immune system is so weak that he's
constantly sick. Meanwhile, I'm 5'11", but my immune system is so strong that I haven't been seriously ill
for over five years. I was exposed to COVID-19 early on and it didn't do squat to me.

Harry_Teak • 20 points • 29 May, 2021 11:03 PM 

However most people don't walk around with blood test kits at the club when sizing up potential fun
for the evening. Certainly, good health is attractive and ill health is not but that's a visual thing too.
Even skinny tall guys take up more space than shorter guys and this leads to the halo effect. As I said,
women don't want to give birth to manlets.

I hope you don't think that 5'11" is short. Hell, tell women you're 6' or 6'2. Most people can't tell the
difference really.

SnuSnuClownWorld • 8 points • 30 May, 2021 01:09 AM 

Can confirm, women really have no idea what height actually looks like.

Harry_Teak • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 03:36 AM 

Or length really. Luckily.
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binkerfluid • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 04:46 PM 

fwiw I thought a strong immune response to covid is what caused a lot of the issues such as lungs
filling up etc

Harry_Teak • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 06:11 PM 

Yep. The immune system can work against itself in too many cases. MS, for example, is
basically the body over-reacting to every little thing.

Endovelico • 45 points • 29 May, 2021 07:26 PM 

I always find the concept of aksWomen subreddit ridiculous because women will NEVER EVER EVER tell
you the truth even on the internet. They dread being called out on their shitty attitudes.

The only place you seem the female nature really come to the top is on the Female Dating Strategy subreddit
where everysingle account is a variation of "throwawayaccount12313131"

ReadRedditToday • 37 points • 29 May, 2021 06:04 PM 

If it makes you feel better I've been rejected for being "too short" I'm 5'10 and in her opinion anyone under
6'2 is a midget even though she stands under my chin in heels �♂️ this is why I stick to escorts because if
I'm going to waste money I might as well cut to the chase

Bananas_Of_Paradise • 37 points • 29 May, 2021 05:58 PM 

This tactic of denying reality and acting like work/self-improvement can solve absolutely every problem is
disastrous to the psyche of its victims. It's basically shaming people for not having delusion of grandeur.

yellomachine • 12 points • 29 May, 2021 08:32 PM 

And being told BY people who are terrified of work and self improvement.

inad123 • 13 points • 29 May, 2021 09:37 PM 

The same people who force unhealthy body norms to be ‘accepted’ who actively discriminate on
height. It’s modern day eugenics lol

binkerfluid • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 05:20 PM 

yep 20 years ago you had to be thin as a girl and now all kids of big women are considered
beautiful but height nothing can be done?

Doubt it but who knows. I think there is a genetic part to be attracted to tall men but I also think
society and perception can be molded.

mustangfrank • 1 point • 1 June, 2021 09:30 PM 

yep 20 years ago you had to be thin as a girl and now all kids of big women are considered
beautiful but height nothing can be done?

We are told women of all sizes, shapes and color are attractive. Why doesn't that apply to
men?

binkerfluid • 1 point • 1 June, 2021 10:06 PM 

Agreed.
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I get there is always a biological component to it but society and expectations are also a
part of it.

droden • 6 points • 29 May, 2021 10:08 PM 

what self improvement do they actually do? certainly not weight loss or cardiovascular improvements. do
they learn instruments or pick up interesting hobbies like wood working or literally anything not
involving netflix, youtube, or instagram?

upsidedownbackwards • 24 points • 29 May, 2021 05:52 PM 

It's not just dating where shorter guys get screwed over. If I'm out with friends the
bartender/host/hostess/employees with always come up to me first. There's a bias everywhere that helps tall
guys out. The only spot we get screwed is furniture, stairwells, and basements.

binkerfluid • 5 points • 30 May, 2021 05:21 PM 

Its shown to be a lot of life including jobs and pay

ShortWarrior • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 03:29 AM 

The only spot we get screwed is furniture, stairwells, and basements.

And the annual Best Dwarf contest.

houseoftolstoy • 12 points • 30 May, 2021 03:51 AM 

You hit many nails right on the head. The admission that women have superficial standards for men is
something that many people do not want to acknowledge, as it not only shatters the mythos that women are
paragons of virtue and infallible judges of character, it also demonstrates that sometimes doing everything
correct will still result in failure (just world fallacy as you stated).

I am sure they believed you were some NiceGuy who secretly hates women and feels entitled to their bodies.
It just goes to show that men's concerns with the current dating world are held in contempt if it suggests that
women are not the virtuous beings they are stated to be.

It sucks being short as a man when trying to date. You seem to have found the right mindset though with the
realization that "make your shoulders bigger" is a real thing you can do to improve the odds. And screw
anyone that talks about working out as "overcompensating." You are going to be short no matter what, so
you might as well be swole as a short man than either a beanpole, skinny-fat, or just plain fat. I see that as
evidence of those people just wanting you to "know your place."

loiolaa • 11 points • 29 May, 2021 06:08 PM 

Indeed, I guess most fellow short males just learn to deal with it, and part of it is to never share this kind of
thought.

You gotta just pretend that height doesn't matter and at same time understand your limitations because of
your physical height.

I make the better with what I got and at same time I will never share how this is a limitation because it upsets
people.

ONEJOHNSON • 9 points • 30 May, 2021 04:58 AM 

The comforting lie is always repeated, the uncomfortable truth is never spoken..
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Such is the way in a gynocentric world..

Truth and reality are tools of the patriarchy after all.

For all of womens grandstanding and trying to claim moral superiority over men in regards to being
"shallow", the stats dont lie women are more shallow and looks and status matter to women more than it
matters to men. Women are just so arrogant they don't acknowledge it on their end.

urbana1 • 4 points • 29 May, 2021 08:27 PM 

One bonus is most of the tall dudes are gonna end up with vacuous women who care more about a point in a
tape measure than actual personality.

I-am-the-lul • 5 points • 30 May, 2021 01:20 AM 

That's bad news for guys looking for a relationship, but if he is only wanting some bedroom fun, as long
as she puts out, he wins.

ThrowAwayBro737 • 3 points • 30 May, 2021 02:02 PM 

Naw. 20% of men are having casual sex with 90% of the women. They are winning and they only lose
when they marry. Which is something that is happening less and less.

urbana1 • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 02:34 PM 

Yep I lost

TheApricotCavalier • 2 points • 1 June, 2021 03:39 AM 

yeah, the lying & gaslighting sucks. Truth is most stereotypes about women are true. They like money, they
like tall, they like bad boys, etc. etc.

Tap-Apart • 3 points • 1 June, 2021 04:08 AM 

Life becomes incredibly easier when you stop focusing on women and what they want.

I'd probably saw 80% think I'm a weirdo but I don't care.

This is kind of the energy I bring: https://youtu.be/ormQQG2UhtQ

I'm enjoying life. Most people are boring or stuck in their own ego.

Once I started living for myself, I was happy.

vtec__ • 1 point • 31 May, 2021 03:20 AM 

feel that, man. everyone thinks youre clowning or just being negative. this is why i just stay trickin and hit up
sugar dating sites now. i dont see the point in wasting time with traditional dating

[deleted] 30 May, 2021 04:17 AM 

[permanently deleted]

Tap-Apart • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 08:06 AM 

I was taller. Sometimes by as much as 5 inches.

Now in my late 20's I actually have more success with women my height or taller.

loiolaa • 107 points • 29 May, 2021 06:03 PM* 

I'm very short male and over the years I just learned that being short places you on a totally different tier. I'm not
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even upset about it, it is just how attraction works and I also have my own biases when it comes to female
appearance too, so I can't really judge.

What makes me upset is the fucking hypocracy, why just not admit, what is the problem? When a girl comes
with this personality matter most I usually ask if they have ever dated someone shorter than her, I have yet to
receive a positive answer for that. My theory is that they really believe this personality thing but they fool
themselves because of the halo effect.

alljunks[�] • 39 points • 29 May, 2021 07:04 PM 

What makes me upset is the fucking hypocracy, why just not admit, what is the problem?

Same reason they want to ban everything they don’t want to hear and the trope of insulting the one girl who
left the room exists. They can’t handle hearing it, will attack each other for saying it, and ultimately think
they’re doing you a favor

It’s worth remembering that every issue they are unwilling to hear is an issue they can’t openly express, so
suffering in silence is the norm. Someone who gets defensive when you suggest they diet can’t be open about
the joint pain and lethargy caused by their weight and habits, nor can they seek the most likely solutions.
They can only point at the universally agreed upon safe target or insist that they’re fine

Traksimuss • 24 points • 29 May, 2021 09:21 PM 

When they mention any personality traits, they mean '10/10 millionaire Chad' should have this trait.

Take confident - if Chad does that, it is wonderful. If average man does that, it is 'harrassment'.

So women often do not say the second part, because for them it is obvious.

Like when they say 'I do not like sex', they do not mention second part 'with you'. Chad would be very
different story. So any 'no' means 'with you'.

binkerfluid • 5 points • 30 May, 2021 05:30 PM 

Take confident - if Chad does that, it is wonderful. If average man does that, it is 'harassment'.

So much so there is even a cartoon about this

throwfiwbfirkls1 points 31 May, 2021 04:14 PM [recovered] 

That's the whole premise of intimacy. Intimacy with someone you are interested in sounds amazing,
intimacy with someone you don't like sounds awful. And no, interest doesn't mean the dude has to be a
'chad'.

Traksimuss • 2 points • 31 May, 2021 04:42 PM 

And that is why women pine for top 20% and reject those below.

You call top 20% whatever you want, Chad is just common name for them so everyone understands
what we are talking about.

throwfiwbfirkls1 points 31 May, 2021 05:01 PM [recovered] 

My top 20% may be different from someone else's 20%. Plus not only 'the. 20%' have
girlfriends/boyfriends so it doesn't even matter, unless you only go for casual sex in which case
you can't really complain that people want to get the best they can looks wise for something
casual.
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Traksimuss • 5 points • 31 May, 2021 06:36 PM 

Lol no, it also clearly shows you are woman. Top 20% rarely have girlfriends, they have
harems of women chasing them.

Obviously most top men will go for casual sex, why should they commit to one woman?

It is why STDs of women is on sharp rise, they have sex with all the same men. STDs of men
stays on the same level.

throwfiwbfirkls1 points 31 May, 2021 07:18 PM [recovered] 

I'm a woman, so what? Men and woman are just as shallow, just that when it comes to
casual sex, women have more options. You can't complain women are shallow while
beign shallow yourself bc that's what casual sex is about. I can feel sorry for men wanting
relationships who can't get them or beign discriminated bc of looks, but why should I be
sorry about women not throwing themselves at you? Grow up.

mustangfrank • 3 points • 31 May, 2021 11:52 PM 

Women are the gate keepers of sex. Women choose who they want to have
relationships with. The man initiates his interest in her, but she accepts or rejects him.
It is HER choice, not his. If the man turns out to be a shitbag, it was her choice. But
women refuse to acknowledge their failures and bad choices by blaming the man they
choose as the problem. (If your baby daddy ain’t worth shit, then why did you let him
into your vagina?)

No doubt men can be shitbags and men do shitty things all the time. If you don't want
shitbags, then stop having sex with shitbags. If you don't want shitbag husbands, then
stop marrying shitbags. If you don't want shitbags fathering your children, stop letting
shitbags impregnate you. Want to know why men act like shitbags? Because women
reward them for acting like shitbags. Women give shitbags lots of sex, lots of
attention, and lots of deference and respect. When you reward shitbaggery, you get
shitbags.

Think about this. If overnight instead of women rewarding shitbags with sex, they
rewarded the kindest, most loving, most caring, honest, hard working men, socially
responsible men of society, all children would be loved and cared for and all women
loved and protected. So ladies, step up to the plate and choose a good man for once,
instead of f*cking the bad boys you complain so much about? That would be a real
change for the better for everyone.

Furthermore, such behavior would facilitate the creation of more good men. It would
incentivize positive behavior from men and at the same time stigmatizing bad behavior
women claim to hate. The problem is that women don’t hate such behavior, or if they
do, their lust for Chad, Bad Boy, Gangbanger, Thug, Criminal, Ex-Con, etc.,
overcomes any hatred of bad behavior by these men. Tingles override logic and
reason. And when the relationship falls apart, there are plenty of Betas out there
willing to rescue them, they hope.

I used to believe that good honest women sometimes made bad choices. Now, I know
that is not true. This may be true for a very few, many more women pretend that they
don’t want shitbags, but years of their choices are evidence to the contrary. Shitbags
choose shitbags.
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mustangfrank • 4 points • 1 June, 2021 12:01 AM 

You are wrong here and I will school you on this. I know a USDA Grade A 100% certified
solid 10 Chad, not a 9.5 or a 9.7 but a solid 10 chad. He has never been married nor has any
children. He attends single events to meet women. He is not looking for a GF, or LTR or a
possible wife, but women to fuck and add to his harem. The best any girl will be at a single
event is an 8, so he comes in as a solid 10 and these women are easy prey for him. How do I
know, I was his wing man several times. Below are true stories. He had no need to marry
when he can get any woman he wants, when he wants. Why settle for one when he can have
many?

Chad is a lawyer and was working on USA/Russia oil business contracts in NYC. Every 2
weeks, he would fly up to NYC for a week and work with his Russian counterpart. He was
doing this for 4-6 months, always the same flights. A stewardess on American Airlines asks
him if he would like to spend the week with her in Hawaii. He could fly on her companion
fare $100 and split the one bedroom hotel cost. He would pay $62 a night. He is telling me
about this. Sarcastically I say,”And the problem is”. He says he knows he could get better
looking women in Hawaii and bring them up to the room for sex. He didn’t want to bring
them to the room while the stewardess was there. He had no doubt he could find women to
have sex with, the issue was the stewardess.

Chad is out with a friend of mine. He is in his late 40’s but looks early 30’s. Two women,
ages 22 and 26 have the hots for Chad. They are asking my friends about Chad to get the
inside track on him. These women are topless dancers. How do we know? They said so. The
end of the night, Chad get both of their numbers.

Chad and I are at a singles event. I am waiting to get inside. We see each other through the
doorway. There is a woman 30-32, 5’7”, wearing a woman’s business suit. She is very
attractive and by herself in a corner. She starts walking, so I keep an eye on her. She walks up
to Chad. She gives him her name and phone number.

I set Chad up with a woman I know in my home owners association. Chad picks her up. She is
so memorized by his looks, they don’t go out. They go to his place for sex. How do I know?
Chad tells me.

Chad and I are at a C&W bar. Chad says,”Oh this is going to be painful. I didn’t want to run
into her.” I look up to see the backside of a woman pass behind a wooden column. A second
later the first thing I see emerging on the other side of the column are huge breasts. She then
turns and is walking towards us. She is 42, 5’8” 34FF, 28, 38, blond hair piled 2-3 inches on
her head flowing around to her elbows. She is former Miss Sweden and has been in TV, Radio
and movies. She has her own advertising company and has her own money. She is beautiful
and in shape. She wants to marry Chad. Chad wants no part of it.

throwfiwbfirkls1 points 1 June, 2021 12:09 AM [recovered] 

Cool story bro but I don't care about your friend and how much invested you are in his
romantic life. Your anecdote doesn't prove anything unless you can literally ask 3.5 billion
women if they would date you friend. I can find someone objectively attractive and that
doesn't mean I would date them/sleep with them.

mustangfrank • 5 points • 1 June, 2021 01:29 AM 

I see, you are the exception, yet I have seen this many times, while you have not.
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Women fall for tall men and solid 10's all the time i.e. top 20%. And you are no
exception. If Chris Helmsworth asked you out for a date, your answer would be
YES!!!! And not a second thought about it.

But continue your journey here at WAATGM. You will soon see with your own eyes.
BTW married 22 years, 4 sons.

throwfiwbfirkls1 points 1 June, 2021 01:38 AM [recovered] 

Are you a solid 10 or how else did you get a date and wife then? Women like
attractive guys, men like attractive women, nothing new. I don't know why shame
women for the same thing you do. I know there are shallow women but it really
depends on the type of people you hang out with the mayority of coworkers/friends
I know are in stable ltr with non 'chads' but I'm sure if you example for women
were the girls you meet at the club and spend their entire weekend there that's a
slightly different demographic. You aren't gonna force people to be attracted to
you, and if you are not conventionally attractive you are going to have to make it
up with other positive traits. But that's just a fact of life, not only relationships.
And no, I wouldn't throw away my ltr relationship with my boyfriend for a one
night stand with Chris Hemsworth.

mustangfrank • 3 points • 1 June, 2021 01:11 PM 

Are you a solid 10?

Me: No. Average and have been told so.

And no, I wouldn't throw away my ltr relationship with my boyfriend for a
one night stand with Chris Hemsworth.

Me: What if you were single and ran into Chris Helmsworth? Different
story?

From another post

Chad will always be the one who creates those good ol' Tingles, which
(most, if not all) women can't fight.

binkerfluid • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 05:28 PM 

Amen, I get it women arnt going to be attracted to me (at least as much or as many women) based on it but
just say it. Guys will think it sucks but at least its being honest with them and they can move on.

Mundane_Worldliness7 • 77 points • 29 May, 2021 05:23 PM 

Online, women twist themselves into knots to say that height does not matter.

SpacemanLost • 23 points • 29 May, 2021 09:02 PM 

"Appearance is everything. Appearance is reality. Women are always perfect, never at fault."

Took me too long to figure out that I was often dealing with women who would self-destruct like a computer
in Star Trek given an unsolvable logic puzzle if the above wasn't adhered to.

binkerfluid • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 05:32 PM 

"I submit that you, thot, are in error and not detecting that error is a second error."
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thotbot2000's head starts to smoke

BeholdTheHair • 57 points • 29 May, 2021 07:00 PM* 

Understanding the extent to which height utterly short-circuits most women's selection mechanism is one of the
blackest red pills most dudes ever swallow. Being tall covereth a multitude of sins. It's actually difficult to think
of a red flag most women won't actively ignore for a man who's 6'+.

Myself, I'm 5'8". Which ain't short by any means, and I'm still taller than most of the women I run into day-to-
day, but neither am I tall. I am, however, the only male in my immediate family under 6' (fuck you too,
genetics). I've spent much of my life watching women say one thing, praise this or that character trait, then drop
every pretense of virtue the instant one of my brothers shows up, towering over everyone there. I swear I can
literally hear the sploosh in their panties.

At first, I was bitter as fuck about this. My brothers are great guys, every one, and they've never made any bones

about my height1, but it's difficult not to feel resentful when you're a hormone-fueled, angsty teenager plainly
seeing the hypocrisy of women played out by your own fucking family day-in and day-out.

Now I've just learned to accept it. It still sucks that, despite being average height for a man, both generally and in
my local area, I kinda' feel like a midget because I'm surrounded by goddamn giants. But it ain't my brothers'
fault they're tall anymore than it's mine I'm not, and bitching about isn't going to accomplish anything.

As /u/Tap-Apart said above, it ain't fair, but it's life. Most of us here are at least familiar with red pill thinking,
and the very core of that is learning to accept life for what it is, warts and all, and focus your efforts on
improving the bits within your control (which is most of 'em).

1 It actually came as something of a shock to the one closest in age to me when we discussed this a while back. It
had genuinely never occurred to him to think of me as "short," despite obviously being at least 4" shorter than
every other man in our family - and fully 7" shorter than him, the bastard - I was just me and that was that.

Not that I'm surprised. Caring how tall a man is is very much a female selector. Outside extreme circumstances
like professional athletics, a man's height has absolutely no bearing on his competence, which is all dudes
generally care about.

inad123 • 25 points • 29 May, 2021 10:42 PM 

Cannot reiterate this enough. I don’t care about people having preference but it is the sheer hypocrisy that
irritates me. All the virtue signalling in the world goes as soon as a taller guy is in the room they can’t even
hide it as they swoon and treat everyone else as sun human. Sad thing is tall guys will think everyone is
really lovely and nice because they have never seen that side of peoples nature as they pander to them

BeholdTheHair • 11 points • 30 May, 2021 12:14 AM* 

I understand the frustration and I also despise hypocrisy, but in this case it has nothing to do with
conscious thought. Women aren't choosing tall men to spite anyone, they're doing it because their genes
tell them to. Because height and broad shoulders in men correlate strongly with health and "good" genes.
The reasons they come up with for this "preference" is just the prefrontal cortex trying to generate a post-
hoc rationalization for an impulse buried much deeper in our cerebral wiring.

Fire is hot. Water is wet. Women want tall(er) men. These are immutable facts. It ain't fair, but that's life.
Don't let yourself wallow in resentment over something neither you nor they can change. It won't help
you any, it will hold you back, and it's wasting time that could have been better spent working on the
parts of yourself you can change, which is virtually everything else.
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mustangfrank • 1 point • 1 June, 2021 09:39 PM 

Women aren't choosing tall men to spite anyone, they're doing it because their genes tell them to.
Because height and broad shoulders in men correlate strongly with health and "good" genes.

I call BS. If what you say is true, it is in their DNA, it is also in the DNA of men to have women with
flat bellies, tapered waists, thigh gap, rock hard asses. Food was scarce years ago, so there were no
bingo wings, baggy asses, flabby thighs, but that is what we have today. Why do women get what
their DNA wants, but not men?

And if women want 6' tall men, (about 15%), then men should demand 15% of the biggest breasted
woman to date. Fair is fair and it has to be evolution. What else could it be?

I will tell you, Disney and Hollywood, where males are all over 6'

LastFlow • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 08:08 PM 

exactly this. women are awesome but i absolutely don't believe a word they say when they are talking
about their "preferences". lol

Typo-MAGAshiv • 10 points • 29 May, 2021 07:34 PM 

Could you adjust the formatting of your footnote? The squished text is really hard to read.

BeholdTheHair • 6 points • 29 May, 2021 08:07 PM 

That better?

Typo-MAGAshiv • 6 points • 29 May, 2021 08:09 PM 

Much!

It's good shit, and it would have been a waste of your efforts to have left it illegible.

binkerfluid • 6 points • 30 May, 2021 05:36 PM 

"But what if you have to fight another man to protect me?"

1) what kind of man do they want thats going to get into fist fights over stupid shit?

2) if its an actual emergency im going to shoot the dude instead of trying to fight him no matter what his size
is.

RealJoeDee • -3 points • 30 May, 2021 02:28 AM 

Understanding the extent to which height utterly short-circuits most women's selection mechanism is one
of the blackest red pills most dudes ever swallow. Being tall covereth a multitude of sins. It's actually
difficult to think of a red flag most women won't actively ignore for a man who's 6'+.

Being built overcomes being short as big muscles largely pushes all the same evolutionary buttons as being
tall. If you're 5'5" with a V-taper and 18" arms you might as well be 6'3".

Bluecolt • 12 points • 30 May, 2021 04:21 AM* 

While the 5'5" guy is stacking plates, the skinny 6'3" guy is spinning them.

ThrowAwayBro737 • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 02:08 PM 

True. But the 5’5” guy stacking plates will eventually have as many options as the skinny 5’10” guy.
But never as many options as the skinny 6’3” guy.
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BeholdTheHair • 8 points • 30 May, 2021 02:43 PM 

It really, really doesn't.

As I said above, I'm 5'8". This time two years ago I was in the best shape of my life; 140 lbs of lean
muscle with barely any fat to speak of. Granted, that ain't much, but I'm not a very big guy.

The brother I mentioned in the footnote is 6'3" and grossly overweight. Pushing 260, I think, all of it
sitting right in his giant gut (I love the guy, but Christ he needs to start eating better).

We'd go out places together and, as is my wont, I'd low-key keep an eye out to see which of us women
seemed to notice first/more often.

You know where I'm going with this. Despite being thin and relatively cut, with noticeable biceps and
good posture making my shape stand out even more, I may as well have been fucking invisible to the
great majority of women. Once we'd actually met and established some sort of rapport with a woman I
could game my way through the height difference with a few of 'em, but that was the best I could hope
for.

I wasn't exaggerating above. Being tall fucking short-circuits most women's selection mechanisms to the
point virtually nothing else matters.

At least in the short term. If you want to keep her you still have to develop all the rest of the stuff that
makes a man high value, but if you're just looking for an easy lay with a hot slut?

Be tall. Accept no substitutes.

etherith • 25 points • 29 May, 2021 05:35 PM 

at this point, why even bother? =/ feels bad

Typo-MAGAshiv • 24 points • 29 May, 2021 07:31 PM 

Because if you give up on everything the nanosecond you run into difficulty or disappointment, you're going
to have a very shitty life with absolutely nothing to show for having been alive.

Almost everything worth having comes from struggling.

The key is, recognize reality for what it is and adapt. If something isn't working, reevaluate and adjust as
necessary.

vtec__ • 1 point • 31 May, 2021 03:51 AM 

this applied to older short men, for millenials and gen Z it is overwith.

Typo-MAGAshiv • 1 point • 1 June, 2021 08:25 AM 

With a defeatist attitude like that, sure.

Thinguy123 • 11 points • 29 May, 2021 07:54 PM 

You should not feel bad, Because success doesn't come from the opinion of vapid thots.

It comes from yourself, simple as that, living your life to the fullest doesn't need to involve a woman, thank
god i learnt that sooner rather than later

Corn_in_your_pussy • 2 points • 1 June, 2021 12:55 PM 

Because quitting isn't an option.

Adapt to your environment, make it adapt to you, or find a new environment.
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MrNeurotypical • 28 points • 29 May, 2021 07:55 PM 

If you think it's bad being short, try having autism. We get shit on by everyone.

Master_Shitshow • 3 points • 30 May, 2021 12:16 PM 

ASD with Chronic Depression.. I feel you

MrNeurotypical • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 07:43 PM 

oof, glad I don't have depression anymore. Therapy and drugs, my man.

Asimetrico • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 03:25 AM 

How come?

Twagirayezu • 7 points • 30 May, 2021 04:38 AM 

Should be self explanatory.. it’s a sad reality

MrNeurotypical • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 07:57 PM 

Because we're naive and awkward, have difficulty with communication, etc.

SpacemanLost • 23 points • 29 May, 2021 08:43 PM 

Most of the other commenters already cover this, but I'll add my own voice:

The true extent that a guy's height matters to a woman is something they collectively will NEVER admit to, and
conversely short guys are incredibly disadvantaged when it comes to dating and mating.

In my 20's I knew 2 'short' guys, also in their 20, rather well. One was a co-worker/friend who was 5' 4' and the
other a high school friend of my (now ex) wife's who was 5' 2". Both of these guys were 'slim' builds i.e. they
had a 'normal' (read :pre-obesity epidemic) physical build, but scaled down for their height.

Both of them were smart, made good cash (one was a computer programmer, the other some sort of graphic
designer), didn't have any physical issues or negatives, etc.

And they were both neurotic when it came to women/dating because they had encountered near 100% rejection.
Over the next decade both would get with the first girl who would have them (smaller & shorter then themselves
I'll note). My work friend got married to her, and divorced a few years later. My ex's friend stop talking to my ex
as she was jealous/controlling and he cut ALL of his friends out of his life in order to have her/some poon.

Anecdotal evidence? Yup. 100% true as posted? Yup.

Also, I am bracing for the opposite problem with my child.

I have a son (with said ex) who is 17 and was 'on the spectrum' growing up. He's mostly functional now, but
behind on his socialization due to not being mainstreamed in school. The last couple years he's really come a
long way, but he's still quite, introverted, very smart, etc.

He's also 6 foot 4 and a half inches tall, and seriously into body building. He looks like a goddamn NFL tight
end/pretty boy jock. (and yes, he's mine though I'm only 5' 10.5", DNA test confirming it was related to why I
have an ex).

They've just moved to a new area and he's going to try his hand at vocational training + community college once
he's 18. I worry about the trouble that may happen to when girls descend upon him because he ticks their
physical check-list. With luck he'll get good dose of the truth pill in time.

loiolaa • 11 points • 29 May, 2021 09:09 PM 
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Come on, your kid will be fine. Having the most desired physical type is hardly a disadvantage, he is going
to be the predator not the pray. It is a misconception that physical look and personality are perceived as two
different things, at the end of the day they are perceived as one aka halo effect.

SpacemanLost • 2 points • 29 May, 2021 09:27 PM* 

Did you miss the part about him being autistic?

He's spent only a total of about 1.5 years in public schools (elementary school years, which were very
tough), with my ex home schooling him for the rest. I'm having to push to get him to go for his GED.

He can give you an encyclopedic recounting of almost every airplane made by Boeing in the past
century, and has almost 40 hours of flight time racked up, but in terms of socialization, he's a
disadvantage to the craziness of the average 18-yr old girl you has been fighting for social status since
she entered school.

Edit: Not disagreeing with you - he's got a huge advantage in his physical type, but he's also got some big
disadvantages that are going to make his first encounters with women more difficult.

loiolaa • 3 points • 29 May, 2021 09:43 PM 

Yea man sorry to hear, I just focused on the part where you mentioned that he was functional now.
I'm sure having low social skills is also not ideal for dating but at least he is good on the appearance
side.

SpacemanLost • 5 points • 30 May, 2021 12:11 AM 

Also. I see my first line of response was rather snippy. Apologies for that. I know we're all on the
same side in seeing how things really are.

SpacemanLost • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 12:08 AM 

He is good. And like I said in the other comment below, once he's older and up to speed, it's going
to massively work in his favor. It's just getting him to that level that I worry so much about.

If you've known any parent who had an autistic/special needs kid, you probably have an idea how
exhausting the childhood challenges can be. At six he was still smearing poop on the walls. At 14
he was still unable to deal with sensory overload, making it very hard to go out in public where
there was any sort of crowd or noise. He's made huge progress the last 3 years, but he's yet to 'talk
to a girl' for the first time, and frankly I don't trust most of the girls his age these days.

[deleted] • 4 points • 29 May, 2021 10:32 PM 

Let's be real, your son isn't going to have any problems with women, you should be glad for him

SpacemanLost • 13 points • 30 May, 2021 12:04 AM* 

Once he's more caught up socially, I totally agree. He'll go into most dating situations with a major bonus
to his stats.

However, at this very moment, he's never spent a day in High School, or Junior High, talked to a girl his
age other than his sister to any meaningful amount, much less had a girlfriend, etc. He doesn't have or
bother with social media, though he does online gaming sometimes (most of his gaming is either grand
historical wargaming strategy or flight simulator).

Contrast that with the average 16-23 yr old girl who considers herself to be 'all that' or whatever because
she's been dealing with male attention since puberty, and has her instagram setup to funnel simps to her
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onlyfans the moment she pulls the trigger on it. It's that mis-match of experience, along with all the
related things that could really ruin his life, from false accusations if he declines her to an intentional
pregnancy, her actually being under 18, or him believing all her gaslighting while unaware Chad AND
Tyrone are also time-sharing her, that I am worried about for him. My ex, who has full custody thanks to
a rather dirty divorce, is every man's horror and if anything feeds him blue-pill crap. The last thing I want
and he needs is to wind up with someone 'just like mom' (who pulled the "I want an open marriage or I'll
divorce you" gambit fwiw).

[deleted] • 1 point • 31 May, 2021 02:20 AM 

true

AmbitiousHornet • 19 points • 29 May, 2021 06:14 PM* 

I don't understand height requirements from a woman's standpoint. Most women are relatively short to begin
with. I'm 6'2" and women in OLD apparently don't notice me and my height. I like women of all different
heights although I have a preference for taller women. I would not be interested in someone under 5' (spinner)
and I would be less enthused about a woman that was taller than me. But height does not really factor into who I
am attracted to. A woman's figure is the most important attractor for me. Being nice would add points.

kidruhil • 27 points • 29 May, 2021 06:32 PM 

Short women don't want their kids to be short.

It's that simple.

Harry_Teak • 42 points • 29 May, 2021 06:58 PM 

There's also the fundamental size issue: large & strong=masculine, small & delicate=feminine. Tall guys
make short gals look even smaller, therefore visually increasing their femininity. It's called accessorizing.

kidruhil • 38 points • 29 May, 2021 07:06 PM* 

A large guy can physically dominate women and they LOVE that. I pissed off a buncha females and
betas earlier this week on a different sub for pointing out this basic fact about female attraction.

Harry_Teak • 36 points • 29 May, 2021 07:22 PM 

That observable fact runs roughshod over the basic premise that Women Are Good since having
physical preferences is "bad" and, well, Women Are Good.

Shit. Go to any medium or large city and count the number of "mixed" Asian/white couples. See
how long it takes you to find one where the woman is white and the man is Asian. While you're
looking, note on the fingers of one hand how many couples of any skin color you see where the
man is shorter than the woman.

kidruhil • 30 points • 29 May, 2021 07:24 PM 

Nature doesn't give af lol.

At least men are honest about what nature hardwired us to prefer.

Harry_Teak • 17 points • 29 May, 2021 07:40 PM 

In a culture where helping others to maintain their delusions is apparently supposed to be
Priority 1, honesty is rarely appreciated. In fact, it'll downright piss some folks off.

kidruhil • 6 points • 29 May, 2021 07:47 PM 
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Agreed.

I totally understand why the jews kept on killing all of God's prophets back in the old
testament days lol.

Harry_Teak • -3 points • 29 May, 2021 08:14 PM 

Say what? If you're referring to the Abrahamic god, Jews invented him. Why
would they kill off prophets? Did Moses get regular thumpings or something?

kidruhil • 6 points • 29 May, 2021 08:22 PM 

Agreed. I'm not Christian anymore but from a purely historical sense, the Bible
has some useful lessons

NoonTimeHoopsMVP • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 02:51 PM 

They killed off the prophets for telling them to stop committing stupid and
destructive behavior. Truth-telling was not appreciated.

Typo-MAGAshiv[M] • 6 points • 29 May, 2021 07:29 PM 

Please don't directly link to other subreddits.

Edit out the direct link, then reply to my comment, and I'll reapprove your comment (or one of the
other mods will if they see it before me).

kidruhil • 3 points • 29 May, 2021 07:30 PM 

Rgr that, change made

Typo-MAGAshiv • 3 points • 29 May, 2021 07:36 PM 

��

Reapproved

SaintNyco • 1 point • 31 May, 2021 09:04 AM 

even a shorter man can physically dominate almost every woman, not talking about exceptions. I
can't imagine any woman beating manny pacqiao in a fight

AmbitiousHornet • 23 points • 29 May, 2021 06:38 PM 

Genetics won't always work to provide short women with taller children from a taller man. It's a
crapshoot really.

kidruhil • 16 points • 29 May, 2021 06:48 PM 

There are no absolutete guarantees in nature, sure. But in general, taller people have taller kids.

If that concept is difficult to understand, perhaps it would be easier to visualize with skin color. Two
white people make white kids. Black people have black kids. A mixed couples kids will have
skintones that fall somewhere in the middle of the two parents.

Not exactly apples to oranges since height varies wildly between males and females whereas skin
color doesn't really depend on sex but still.

SpunkyDred • 4 points • 29 May, 2021 06:49 PM 
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apples to oranges

But you can still compare them.

kidruhil • 2 points • 29 May, 2021 06:58 PM 

Yes, agreed

binkerfluid • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 05:43 PM 

They bring down the tall mans genes.

My dad was tall my mom is tiny.

All of their kids are either shorter side of average or just short

mustangfrank • -1 points • 1 June, 2021 09:40 PM 

I am male 5'8". How tall do you think my 4 sons are?

NoMoreMisterMaybe • 17 points • 29 May, 2021 07:00 PM* 

Because tallness usually decides your maximum size, and bigger men were generally more affluent (you
can't eat well if you don't have the food to begin with) and stronger, so from a bio-evolutionary point of
view, it made more sense for women to be impregnated by big guys and for people to be nice to bigger guys
(halo effect). Which has likely led to the side-effect that height is considered without looking at comparative
width.

We're stupid animals, a lot of things don't really make sense (edit: in modern day context). Any short, trained
guy can attest that they will topple a lanky guy with ease, yet lanky guys seem to be more favorable when
only judging surface level attraction. Add onto that, a lanky guy can generally become big still, yet the
inverse doesn't work (a short guy can't get tall without serious, potentially devastating, surgery).

TL;DR bitches be crazy.

InevitableOwl1 • 6 points • 29 May, 2021 10:28 PM 

I know an ugly girl who dismissed me as a partner - without even checking if I was interested BTW (I
wasn't) for being short

She is chasing a 5'11 guy who put in no effort and apparently is both scrawny (can't lift her and she is
5'2" and about 125lbs) and apparently has a tiny dick. But he is tall and good looking and makes a lot of
money (that he doesn't spend on her). So actually being in shape, putting in effort with the woman and
being able to fuck all come after those things. So it really must just be the rush of being able to be seen in
public with him

BrolyParagus • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 01:08 PM 

Oh wow she's heavier than me lmao.

YouCouldBeBetter • 18 points • 29 May, 2021 11:06 PM 

Just love how there's so much shit in the mainstream media about representation of minorities and obese models
to make fat women feel good about being fat. Yet there's no short man representation. No calling out of
heightism in terms of earnings disparity, more likely to be depressed and commit suicide and absolutely no
calling out of the blatant genetic supremacy going on. A lot of women on dating sites won't even entertain the
thought of having a conversation with a man, just because he's genetically inferior and unacceptable. So much
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mistreatment and gaslighting and yet, if you call it out, you just have a little man syndrome.

Is it a fucking syndrome to be frustrated, sad and or angry about being mistreated and disregarded while literally
having a mountain of evidence to back it up? Or is that just a natural reaction? Some days it literally leaves me
feeling suicidal and I feel like I can't even talk about it, no one cares because they know it's true. It's getting quite
difficult now to go even a week without seeing someone mocking someone for being 5'9" or under. It's really
shit, as there's literally nothing we can do about it, except shut up, accept we're completely inferior and be
grateful for whatever scraps we can get.

binkerfluid • 5 points • 30 May, 2021 05:52 PM 

Thats because absolutely no one gives a shit about the feelings of men, much less us short guys.

Only us.

Hell even half the guys here are like "suck it up, lifes unfair, just work harder" Which, yeah is fine but still
its kind of the same attitude everyone else has.

YouCouldBeBetter • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 11:49 PM 

Would be an acceptable response if that response was given to everyone. But it's not, women don't get
that, currently and probably rightly black people and gay people aren't told that. Short men however,
despite the mountain of evidence showing a problem, just get told to suck it up.... By women and taller
men, none of whom have such issues.

binkerfluid • 1 point • 31 May, 2021 07:58 PM 

yeah, its shitty and no one cares and if you say anything you are met with hostility and unwillingness
to listen.

Master_Shitshow • 2 points • 30 May, 2021 12:12 PM 

It's really shit, as there's literally nothing we can do about it, except shut up, accept we're completely
inferior and be grateful for whatever scraps we can get.

Well.. there is another way. But I don't think you'll like it

YouCouldBeBetter • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 11:50 PM 

What are you alluding to?

Master_Shitshow • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 11:50 PM 

Commiting the Un-Alive on tall humans

Tickl3m4Pickl31 points 31 May, 2021 11:02 AM* [recovered] 

Zac Efron, Tom Cruise? I'm the worst with celebrities and even I can think a couple instantly. You guys are
memeing at this point. Yes a girl is very unlikely to date a shorter guy but a guy is also very unlikely to want
to date a taller girl. People come in all sizes and none of my short friends who got their shit together have
any trouble finding girlfriends.

One of my friends that is having trouble is short and chubby with low confidence but guess what I also have
a tall and chubby friend that is having the same troubles with dating.

asdf333aza • 16 points • 30 May, 2021 02:52 AM 

At 5'4" your behavior is disgusting and gross.
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At 6'4" those same behaviors make you hot and attractive.

You could be exactly the same person, but being a foot taller changes how women view you.

asdf333aza • 13 points • 30 May, 2021 02:51 AM 

Height is just like penis size guys.

Chick's will repeatedly tell you it doesn't matter, but you just need to know they are lying to you.

Master_Shitshow • 3 points • 30 May, 2021 12:11 PM 

Exactly

Preoximerianas • 10 points • 30 May, 2021 04:51 AM 

Look, i’m 5’2, most likely i’m going to be the shortest dude you’ll meet and if not then i’ll be in the handful.

Does it sting when a girl says she won’t date me because i’m short? Yeah, especially seeing how often it
happens. But honestly, I try and ignore it and go about my day.

But what stings the most is that meme where a girl is like “i’ll totally date a guy shorter than me” but then you
find out her past boyfriends were all insanely tall and her current boyfriend/husband is also insanely tall. Like,
just say it’s a requirement for the guy to be tall and stop sugarcoating it�

binkerfluid • 4 points • 30 May, 2021 05:55 PM 

"It just so happens that my boyfriend is 6'4"..."

Preoximerianas • 6 points • 30 May, 2021 05:57 PM 

I thought it was hyperbole or an over exaggerated meme until I literally saw a woman on Reddit say it
without a hint of irony.

Insanity.

vtec__ • 2 points • 31 May, 2021 03:56 AM 

im short and i have hooked up with some attractive women and they will tell me they think im cute/hot and i
have a big dick (which i do) but they would never date me. i also ask them about their last bf, what they were
like, etc.."tall, tattoos, muscular..."

mustangfrank • 1 point • 1 June, 2021 09:48 PM 

You need to move where there are a lot of shorter girls. That would be San antonio, TX or move close to the
boarder with Mexico. Mexican girls can be very attractive and had good bodies. I know what I am writing
about.

Preoximerianas • 1 point • 2 June, 2021 04:08 AM 

I’m South Asian too so that might not help.

mustangfrank • 1 point • 2 June, 2021 01:06 PM 

Girls are short there, so what is the problem?

[deleted] • 9 points • 29 May, 2021 10:13 PM 

Brutal. Yeah women laugh at that shit, and very ugly guys. it's worse than disgust lmao
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asdf333aza • 6 points • 30 May, 2021 02:55 AM 

Short guys consider yourself blessed as you are kind of excluded from female bs, that you don't pursue yourself.

If you're short and wanna go mgtow, girls probably won't care. And you can peacefully sit back and watch the
world burn.

Your 6ft counterpart on the other hand, they won't let him get off scotch free. He is a a high value target to them.
And before he finds the Redpill, she will have divorced raped him and took him to the family court for child
support.

PenisTorvalds • 5 points • 29 May, 2021 08:11 PM 

He's is probably 5'9" and she is 5'6"

demogrbz • 3 points • 30 May, 2021 12:25 AM 

I like the casual nude to attract our attention.

Taint-Punch • 5 points • 30 May, 2021 10:46 PM 

These women will date short men if they're standing on a 8" wallet.

sdwdqw65 • 4 points • 31 May, 2021 12:43 PM 

“Mentions how nice and sincere the guy was”

You know it’s already over for that guy after hearing that �

AmbitiousHornet • 4 points • 29 May, 2021 07:49 PM 

In all, this has been a most interesting thread with many fine points made. To my shorter brothers, I support you
fully, and be grateful that you've never been hit in your forehead by a ceiling fan.

Master_Shitshow • 3 points • 30 May, 2021 12:09 PM 

Yep. We have to exterminate tall guys. That's the only way /s

SwiftStrik3 • 1 point • 30 May, 2021 03:49 AM 

The guy dodged a bullet. He would have been stuck with a massive bitch

Ok-Adeptness4906 • -1 points • 29 May, 2021 08:23 PM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=px2coCPfXOY
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